Safety innovation: ProtecTTion launches new ultra-compact double lanyard fall arrester: the AnTTika

ProtecTTion will use its stand at the Wind Europe 2019 event in Bilbao to launch the latest innovative addition to its ultra-compact range of safety equipment.

The ANTTIKA is an ultra-elastic and ultra-compact double lanyard fall arrester with energy absorber.

At just a fraction of the size of others on the market the ANTTIKA provides maximum safety for the professional whilst occupying a minimum space; making it much easier and more comfortable to work at height even in tight spaces.

Technical characteristics of the ANTTIKA:

- Weight 200 gr (without connectors)
- Lanyard length: 1.5 metres
- Material resistant to high temperatures and chemical products

Lightweight confidence

The safety of wind turbine technicians is a priority for ProtecTTion. As wind turbines continue to grow in height the size of the safety equipment that their technicians need to carry also becomes bigger and heavier. ProtecTTion’s aim is to ensure that these professionals always use the correct safety equipment and always have the right rescue devices on hand by making its products as compact and resistant as possible. Making the most of the latest advances in materials ProtecTTion is able to drastically reduce the size of its devices whilst at the same time improving their performance and the comfort of the professionals they serve.

About PROTECTTION PROTECCIÓN TÉCNICA

ProtecTTion is dedicated to the design, manufacture and training in innovative and ultra-compact safety options for emergency situations at height. It makes the most of the latest advances in material to drastically reduce the size of its safety devices whilst improving their performance against risks in emergencies.

Since its founding in 2012, ProtecTTion, based in Bizkaia, Spain, has expanded its initial market of lightweight rescue equipment for the fire and rescue services and is now focussing on the safety of wind technicians and other professionals across the globe.

www.protecttion.com - Come and visit us at Stand 1D32.
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